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FOREWORD

In the mid 1990’s, the Manufacturers Standardization Society was requested to develop a Standard Practice for line valves and assigned this as a project to the MSS Committee 112, Water Works Valves and Fittings. Many of the significant components of service-lines for drinking water systems have not been specifically covered by standards. The MSS Committee 112 decided to fill this need in the water works industry by creating this Standard Practice, which has a broader scope than previous drinking water service line standards. However, the tubing, pipe, water main, water meter, and machines associated with drinking water service-lines are not covered by this Standard Practice.

The 2003 version was substantially revised from the original 1996 version.

The 2011 version was substantially updated and revised from the 2003 version; including an update of Sections 2, 4, 9, multiple Tables, and Annex A.

This 2014 version includes minor editing of the text, formatting adjustments, the addition of several new definitions in Section 2, approved revisions to Sections 1, 5, 6, and 9, errata corrections in Table 10 through 13, the movement of the optional field testing instructions in Section 6 from the body of the Standard Practice to the Appendix, and updating of references in Annex A.
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